SUPRA ARCADE DOWNFLOWS WITH XRT INFORMED BY DIPOLARIZATION FRONTS WITH THEMIS
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ABSTRACT:
Magnetic reconnection can rapidly reconfigure the magnetic field of the corona, accelerating plasma through the site of reconnection. Ambiguities due to the nature of remote sensing have complicated the interpretation of observations of the inflowing and outflowing plasma in reconnecting regions. In particular, the interpretation of sunward moving density depletions above flare arcades (known as Supra Arcade Downflows — SADs) is still debated. Hinode/XRT has provided a wealth of observations for SADs and helped inform our current understanding of these structures. SADs have been interpreted as wakes behind newly reconnected and outflowing loops (Supra Arcade Downflowing Loops — SADLoops). Models have shown the plausibility of this interpretation, though this interpretation has not yet been fully accepted. We present here observations of newly reconnected outflowing loops observed via in situ instruments in the magnetosphere. These observations, provided by five THEMIS spacecraft, show that around retracting loops (dipolarization fronts in this context) similar dynamic temperature and density structures are found as seen in SADs. We compare data from multiple SADs and dipolarization fronts to show that the observational signatures implied in the corona can be directly observed in similar plasma regimes in the magnetosphere, strongly favoring the interpretation of SADs as wakes behind retracting loops.

CONCLUSIONS:
In the Earth’s magnetosphere, wakes appear behind dipolarization fronts which are outflowing post reconnection loops retracting through the plasma neutral sheet in the magnetotail (as shown by Runov et al. 2011). In simplistic terms, similar wakes should appear behind retracting coronal loops in the Supra Arcade Fan. We conclude that in the corona these wakes are SADs, as described in Savage et al. 2012. We can now inform studies of SADs and retracting loops in the corona with situ details of retracting loops in the magnetosphere. In particular, we can now better understand the timescales for the density recovery in the post-reconnection, how the temperature recovers, and how these compare to the recovery of the fan magnetic field. These magnetospheric data can also provide insight into the turbulent scales in reconnection. Further analysis of these data are ongoing, and will also provide a better observational footing for the cross-interpretation of SADs and dipolarization fronts when MMS begins providing data from the magnetotail.
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MAGNETOSPHERIC SUBSTORMS, BURSTY BULK FLOWS (BBFs), DIPOLARIZATION FRONTS

On the left is a cartoon depiction of a few components of substorms in the magnetotail as they relate to reconnection in the corona (and thus rotated and stretched accordingly). Substorms, like flare/CME reconnection, involve multiple events, such as the bulk flow of plasma Earthward (via Bursts Bulk Flows — BBFs). Retracting magnetic loops will also cause the local field to become more ‘dipolar’ (called dipolarization fronts), as shown by an enhanced ‘Z’ component of the magnetic field. Below shows magnetic field measurements from 4 of 5 Time History of Events and Macroscopic Interactions during Substorms (THEMIS) spacecraft in the magnetotail, showing the dipolarization of the field. The approximate time of the dipolarization front is denoted by the vertical line.

SUPRA ARCADE DOWNFLOWS (SADs) AND THE FAN:

A simple illustration of a supra arcade fan around a current sheet, through which the retracting loops descend. The red indicates field lines of outward directed magnetic field, and the blue lines indicate sunward magnetic field. The fan exists as enhanced plasma density between these two domains. In this particular scheme, the green field line will reconnect with the green field line and retract downwards towards the black arcade, with wakes traveling behind the descending loops.
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